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MENK: THE FAASIQ MUDHIL

Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said:

“Verily, I fear for my Ummah the aimmah mudhilleen.”

The aimmah mudhillen are the human shayaateen and the agents of Iblees who masquerades
as leaders, guides, molvis and sheikhs. Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) described as
mudhilleen,
i.e. they mislead and misguide the ignorant masses. They trick them into following Iblees and to
follow the path of Jahannam. One such agent of Iblees or perhaps a human shaitaan is the
Menk character from Zimbabwe. He is one of shaitaan’s most prominent agents is the
dissemination of the devil’s philosophy of
dhalaal (deviation), fisq (flagrant violation of the Shariah, and fujoor (shameless public
immorality).
In this regard, a Brother writes:

“Recently I came across a video of a ‘skydiver’ who is the menk fellow from Zimbabwe.
This fellow in his endeavour to impress the females displays much flamboyance, but he
fails to realize the fool he makes of himself. This chap was bungee jumping somewhere
in London. Menk himself posted this video on the social networking site, Istagram. His
pictures are causing a lot of fitnah.

When the haram so-called ‘Qur’aan’ competition took place, ludicrously this menk
fellow was one of the judges. His accommodation for one night was R5,000. For an alim
to spend so much for a bed for one night is surely wastage and ridiculous. As an alim I
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feel that he should have used the brain Allah Ta’ala gave him and spend the money on
the poor. He could have used his brain not to cause fitnah and immorality with his
pictures.” (End of letter)

OUR COMMENT

This chap is not an Aalim as you have mistakenly understood. He is a huge jaahil and an
embodiment of fisq, fujoor and dhalaal. It would be more befitting for this menk character to join
the Coons and Clown of Cape Town in their jumping, bouncing and dancing.

He is bereft of even an iota of Khauf-e-Ilaahi. It appears that he is an atheist. He pretends that
he will not die, hence he so shamelessly and so audaciously perpetrate his acts of fisq and
fujoor with the specific and confirmed INTENTION of attracting and impressing women. He thus
makes himself stupid with his performances of fisq and fujoor.

Regarding his ‘brain’ to which you have referred, it is clear that his brain is deranged. Naked
fisq and fujoor derange the brain, hence he lacks intellectual equilibrium. When a man is out to
impress females, Imaam Ghazaali (Rahmatullah alayh) said that 80% of his brain cells become
inactive. This is the plight which menk’s brains are afflicted with. While intelligent people – men
and women – understand the silliness to which menk is subjecting himself to by his antics and
haram performances, dancing and singing to the gallery, his brain is too blurred with the rijs of
fisq and fujoor to understand his own stupidity and foolishness. About such jaahil
mudhilleen
who have been recruited and enlisted by Iblees, the Qur’aan Majeed says:

“Thus does He (Allah) afflict RIJS on (the brains) of those who lack intelligence.”
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Furthermore, the Brother who have written to us is also in error for having viewed the haram
video. Pictures of people and animals are haram. The hurmat is emphasized when it is the
picture of a
mudhil who advertises
his ugly snout.

Besides this menk agent of Iblees, some other Mudhilleen who display their snouts on these
haram immoral social media are:
- Tariq Jameel
- Mr. Soloman (alias Sooliman Moolla)
- Reverend Abraham Bham
- Mr. Ninowy, the hybrid Shia – Barelwi Bid’ati
- Zulfiqar Ahmed – the one who specializes in tawajjuh (hypnotism, mesmerism, satanism
and the like)
on women and in mass mock
i’tikaaf, and all of this in the name of Tasawwuf
- Zulfiqar’s agent, Kamaaliddeen
- Boot-licking molvis and sheikhs who bootlick the kuffaar
- Interfaith molvis and sheikhs
- And other agents of Iblees of a variety of hues. As they come to light, we shall advertise
them, Insha-Allah.

This exposure of the fussaaq and fujjaar mudhilleen is made on the command of
Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) who instructed:

“Mention (expose) the faajir in that in which he indulges so that the people stay away
from him. (Expose him) even if he is a man
of high rank.”
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In his Wasiyyat to Imaam Abu Yusuf (Rahmatullah alayh), Imaam Abu Hanifah
(Rahmatullah alayh) instructed him to expose the
mudhil to save the
people from his misguidance and evil.

24 Rabiul Awwal 1437 (5 January 2016)
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